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Goals of INTEGRATE

• Cross-border and cross-sectoral learning and cooperation on innovative 
and successful approaches (based on sound science and practical 
evidence); 
• Active interface between research/ academia, policy, administration, 

forestry departments and conservation practitioners;
• Provide a platform for on the spot discussions of demands of nature 

conservation, including opportunities to reconcile and combine them 
with other forest functions and vice versa; 
• Promoting knowledge transfer and capacity building on integration in 

all sectors. 
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As stipulated in the Integrate-ToR: EU Network INTEGRATE - Integration of nature conservation 
enhancement in Sustainably managed forests in Europe - Description of tasks/objectives 
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Evaluation objective

The objective of the evaluation was twofold,
it assessed: 
• the current capability of the network to stimulate 

learning and cooperation and to create joint value for its 
members, 
• and EFI’s performance in providing an effective 

communication and networking infrastructure as well as 
network facilitation. 
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Key evaluation questions

• What are members’ value expectations
and how well do they feel they are being met? 
• What level of engagement in network activities do members have? 
• How does EFI, as the secretariat, enable engagement?
• How effective are EFI’s services, and what obstacles do the 

secretariat, past and current chairs as well as members face? 
• What are members’ ideas on how the network’s performance could 

be improved? 
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Methodology

• Review of project documents, INTEGRATE products,
visit of Marteloscope site Jägerhäuschen (Bonn)
• Semi-structured interviews:

• List of potential interviewees provided by BMEL/ EFI
• 20 potential interview partners selected and contacted
• 14 interviews conducted (12 via phone/ Skype, 2 responses in writing)

• Group discussion with EFI-InForMar-Team 
• Advice for EFI‘S evaluation session in Torun
• Lessons learnt workshop with EFI-InForMar-Team
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Scope & limitations

• Snapshot – not to be mistaken for a representative survey
• Compilation of individual viewpoints

• But: survey results from EFI during/after last meeting

• Few respondents from the nature conservation side
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Evaluation findings
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Value expectations
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• “Bring people together, discuss and solve 
problems together”

• Share own expertise, challenges, results
• Informal and voluntary network

Knowledge transfer to become “more equipped with 
other perspectives” and as means to build momentum 

and increase credibility for in-country efforts

• „The Marteloscope is good to discuss possibilities, to 
show and tell, what happens if you touch, do not 
touch the forest.“

• Practical part is added value of INTEGRATE, as 
compared to other initiatives.

• Moderate dialogue and ‘build bridges’
• “Counter weight” in the discussion

from within the forestry sector 
• “Our declared policy is to get out of the 

opposition”

Knowledge transfer & credibilityExchange

Orientation towards practice - Marteloscopes Bridge wood production & nature conservation

European member states can work together 
without much steering needed from the EC

Initiative of like-minded European states

Political decision makers to understand what 
impacts their decision have ‘in the field’

Dialogue between policy & practice & research
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Strengths & Weaknesses of INTEGRATE
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Strengths Weaknesses

Participation & 
involvement

• Small sub-group of active members
• Number of countries & perspectives

• Informal network, no obligation

• Meet in the forest

• Not many active states, just half, could be more 
countries, incl. more engagement of EC

• Countries differ in their boldness in promoting the 
INTEGRATE approach 

• Lack of participation of nature conservation
• Convincing forest owners to join difficult

Bottom line: Satisfaction with the network amongst interviewees & critical voices

Marteloscope-
Network

• Rapid expansion

• Very concrete, unbeatable!
• Didactical approach

• Useable, applicable

• Great to bring people in a dialogue 

• Added value compared to other fora

• More capacities/resources needed to respond to 
demand 

• INTEGRATE sometimes resembles political fora in 
Brussels...but most important are practical results!
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Strengths & Weaknesses of INTEGRATE
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Strengths Weaknesses

International 
cooperation & 
EU

• Political acceptance in the European system
• Role in revision of EU Forest Strategy
• Different national contexts 
• Cross-border cooperation to bridge the 

‘trench‘ between wood production and 
nature conservation

• Greater acceptance for the topic in own 
country with support from INTEGRATE

• We benefit from sitting all in one boat, no 
matter whether advanced or less advanced

• EC position towards the network is 
sometimes hesitant (e.g. 
Białowieża)

• Full potential for outreach in 
Brussels not yet used

• Approaching DG Environment not 
yet successful 
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Strengths & Weaknesses of INTEGRATE
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Strengths Weaknesses

Vision & strategy • Initiative by forestry sector: 
Acknowledgement that there are difficulties

• Readiness to approach the issue openly
together with actors from nature
conservation - pioneering!

• All actors in the room, not in silos

• Not clear what the goal of the
political part of the network is
exactly

• Target group unclear
• Lack of strategy on how to further

develop the network
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Strengths & Weaknesses of INTEGRATE
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Strengths Weaknesses

Continuity • Regular, annual meetings
• Intensive engagement of few members, 

without them the network would not 
survive

• INTEGRATE is still a child, still young, but 
capable to progress

• Could have more meetings
• Usual problems with consolidation
• Sponsors/ donors
• Network depends on someone who 

pushes – has not always been ideal 
so far

• Strengthening the network further 
requires time and money 

• Sceptical whether the network will 
sustain all on its own
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Strengths & Weaknesses of INTEGRATE
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Strengths Weaknesses

Facilitation & 
steering

• Permanent secretariat
• Rotating chairmanship
• Approaches like the one in 

Białowieża is what we need 
(different perspectives 
including social science)

• Efforts of EFI are commendable

• Distinction between role of chair and secretariat
• Organisation of the homepage 
• Readiness to take over chairmanship
• Good content, some deficits re: organisation
• Not clear what happens outside annual meetings
• Definition of common goals
• Chair can change the focus
• Perhaps the network is too loose in terms of 

direction and focus?
• Connection of INTEGRATE with other networks
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Strengths & Weaknesses of INTEGRATE
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Strengths Weaknesses

Practical use • Concrete discussions in the forest with 
different people (perspectives)

• Meeting experts, who can show solutions
• Helps to convince others
• Finding solutions through exchange with 

others, including different perspectives

• Transferability of examples 
sometimes limited

• Focus on practical questions of 
integrated forest management 
instead of more research on socio-
economic factors

• Practical guidance missing
• Support for in-country 

implementation – how to get from
national to local level?
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Results & impact of INTEGRATE
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“Too early to see impact” – but there are signs of success:

• Learning by members
• Personal encounters and connections amongst network members
• Demand for and success of Marteloscope approach
• European Forest Strategy 
• Results, such as typology for micro habitats, being used
• Value of INTEGRATE at national level, if countries use it actively
Ø But so far, no significant effect on dialogue with nature conservation
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Network activities & interaction
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• What is happening?
• Annual meetings are at the centre

• Critical and lively discussions
• Exchange between policy, research and practice 
• Going to the forest

• Marteloscope activities 
• Exchange and support amongst neighbours (though still limited)
• Other activities like BSI, research, meetings outside INTEGRATE fora
Ø Not many joined activities beyond that / in between meetings

• Membership/participation:
• Members/participants = mainly forestry sector 
• Selection of members/participants not always strategic
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Members‘ perspective on the roles of secretariat & chair 

ChairSecretariat

Support chair in 
assuring continuity

Support policy 
platforms

Scientific base. / 
technical input

Coordination/ organisation/ 
facilitation

Unifying element, holding 
threads together

Engage with members

Find donors

Disseminate information/ 
innovation

Consider previous results 
and members’ interests

Vital for Integrate

Responsible for inspiring 
meetings

Determines agenda and priorities

Maintain network dynamic

Navigate the network

Represent network to outside world 
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Performance of the secretariat: interviewees‘ perspectives
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Strengths Weaknesses

• One-stop-shop
• Management and support of Marteloscopes
• Scientific discussion, findings
• Role in political dialogue: independent and 

neutral facilitator
• Logistics and organisation
• Regular updates
• Anchoring results in research community 

• Quick reaction, enjoyable/friendly dialogue
• Feeling of being taken seriously, to be informed
• Research cooperation
• Attentive, professional, experienced
• Know what members need

• „Scientists want to work scientifically“ – sometimes leads 
to shortcomings in the administration of the network

• Maintaining contact with focal points, making offers
• Reassuring members the network is alive
• Innovative formats for outreach to public and expert 

community
• Seeking funding
• Important experts, stakeholders not always present 

during annual meetings. What is EFI‘s mandate to bring 
them in? 
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View to the future by members
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• Involve more EU member states

• More inter-disciplinary events and perspectives
• Increase number of Marteloscope sites
• Hope to achieve the ultimate goal: common understanding between forest 

and nature conservation community
• „In 5 years, we will have taken a huge step!“

• “We would be horrified, if it did not continue!”
• Real work needs to happen at national level
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Results of the evaluation in Torun (by EFI)

• Integration of nature conservation still main objective
• Convergent views on invitation to representatives of nature

conservation (regular membership / participation in annual
meetings)
• Crucial: space for criticial debate
• Steering by chair and secretariat
• Working groups as a means to discuss and work on relevant topics

throughout the year and to activate cooperation
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Conclusions & Recommendations
based on interviewees’ and own thoughts
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Increase cooperation &

activate the network
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Annual meetings:

• Mark point of departure for coming year – in terms of joined activities

• Increase cooperation through working groups addressing members‘ interests

• ”Network Barometer” to measure members‘ satisfaction

• From conference to interactive workshop formats

• Know members‘ interests and tailor meetings accordingly

• Handover between previous and upcoming chair (and secretariat)

Cross-border cooperation

• Proactively seek in-country initiatives in order for the network to tap into them

• Use online exchange 

• Cooperate more closely with other networks (e.g. ProSilva)
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Clarify intersection between role/ 
mandate of secretariat and chair
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• Many ”hats“ for EFI: facilitating Integrate - a fine line

• EFI needs to be neutral

• ToR provides guardrails, EFI + chair are the guardians

• Secretariat = only permanent structure 

• EFI needs to seek regular exchange and close contact with 
focal points

• EFI and chair to engage (with) members
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Be more strategic about the 
“Learning Architecture”
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• What does Learning Architecture really mean?
• Who is it INTEGRATE wants to address? In which sector, at 

what level?
• What are the interests/needs of the target group(s)? How 

can INTEGRATE approach them?
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From research to practical guidance 
and policy recommendations
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• Translate research results into concrete how-to-
guidance (like toolkits) involving members (co-creation) 
– taking the next step
• E.g. BSI – how to take the next step? what experiences and 

approaches exist?

• Promote Marteloscope further (amongst others)
• Integration into university curricula
• Practical trainings, incl. training-of-trainers
• Provide space for questions of implementation during 

conference in Bonn



Outreach
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• Still persuasion needed in the forestry sector 
• Gradual approach to nature conservation community („champions“)
• Carry message into nature conservation networks 
• Make connection with environmental education in forest reserves

(example Marteloscope in Wildnispark Zürich)

• Be prepared for and use opportunities in Brussels
(example EU Forest and Biodiversity Strategies)

• Make better use of good examples from network countries
• Use Innovative formats and media



Thank you for your
attention!
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